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ABSTRACT:
The study explored the perception of Colombian undergraduate students regarding the use of Facebook as a communication tool and interaction in the classroom. The findings suggest that Facebook in the classroom is fun, practical and an effective communication tool that fosters interaction and offers greater advantages in terms of reminders and ease of use while accompanying the training process and independent work of the students. All the while providing realistic learning activities that go beyond the confines of a classroom.
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RESUMEN:
El estudio exploró la percepción de estudiantes colombianos de pregrado respecto al uso de Facebook como una herramienta de comunicación e interacción en el salón de clase. Los hallazgos sugieren que Facebook en el salón de clase es divertido, práctico y como tal, Facebook es una herramienta de comunicación efectiva que fomenta la interacción y ofrece grandes ventajas en términos de recordatorios y facilidad de uso mientras que se acompaña el proceso de aprendizaje y el trabajo independiente de los estudiantes. Facebook brinda grandes posibilidades para generar actividades de aprendizaje realistas que van más allá de los límites de un salón de clase.
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1. Introduction

Human beings from the beginning have interacted with the medium intuitively and by nature, forging processes of communication with their environment. It is an individual who creates, discusses, argues, thinks and learns in a collective (Capello & Faggian, 2005) or as a social being (Cicourel, 1974; Pons, 2010). The networked society, coupled with the capacity for human communication and the different possibilities that bridle the existing platforms create immaterial spaces of learning, collaboration and research in which there are no barriers, potentializing processes of collaborative writing, collaborative work, research together and creating different spaces or environments, where the process of learning and teaching occurs in a non-traditional way according to Picciano, Dziuban, & Graham (2014). However, these societies are not the future; but mere contemporary moments that are individual go through, but it must be
understood that we all live in an ecosystem of constant and active learning that present opportunities for interaction and communication.

At present, social networks offer a series of services that are attractive to be incorporated into the teaching-learning processes and are outlined as a suggestive or alternative option that allows the active participation of each of the actors involved in the communication process in the classroom. In turn, it provides versatility and immediacy, positioning itself as the preferred channel of communication between students and teachers (Gómez, Roses, & Farias, 2012). In this sense, social networks (SNs, hereafter) are composed of social actors and the interactions that occur between them. A SN is a dynamic exchange between people, groups, and institutions in different contexts and situations, they are open and flexible systems, which are self-managed and are created in real-time and permanently, with a clear objective of communication between the actors that integrate it (Caldevilla, 2010).

Taking into account the benefits described thus far, it could be said that a new educational scenario mediated by digital social networks has been configured, which has been decisive and innovative in the way it has transformed the interactions and forms to relate to the different actors that compose them (Walther & Jang, 2012). This, however, has strengthened the capacity of human beings to adapt, share and understand information, generating new knowledge through interconnected communities in a changing and ubiquitous environment. The process of generating and acquiring knowledge today is carried out through massification and visibility. Since the process is understood as a social phenomenon, which is generated spontaneously but intentionally, from any device and place, through the Internet and the supply of platforms that the network offers, as a means of communication that people have incorporated into everyday life in a natural way (Tello, 2007). In a networked society, it is common for most people to carry out activities such as sending messages, watching videos and photos, playing music, sharing locations, playing online and chatting through these platforms, considering that their reach is incalculable according to Puerta-Cortés & Carbonell (2013). Furthermore, the Pew Research Center (2019), concluded that the use of social networks, specifically Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Pinterest, has remained intact since 2016, the only network that has grown is Instagram. This, however, suggests that studies that promote social networks as an educational medium or platform and validate perceptions that have been built in recent years are still necessary.

1.1. Social networks

Defining social networks from the perspective of Boyd and Ellison, (2007) can be referred to as internet sites that allow people to make connections with different individuals and even make new friends in a virtual way, and share content, interact, create groups on related interests: work, study, entertainment, relationships, among others (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). From this point of view, it is important to clarify as Gómez et al., (2012) who claim that these organizations, understood as web-based services, promote the possibility of building connections, articulating and interacting with the environment by being an affordable, interactive, meaningful and dynamic system. However, they are constructed with everyone acting as active participants, constituting them as platforms that favor several types of communicative exchange between the teacher and student in the training area.

In classroom practices, social networks play a lead role in incorporating what society is already using as part of their daily lives, especially in undergraduate students who have access to different devices and who spend much of their time browsing and interacting in these networks (Cerdà & Planas, 2011; Moore-Russo, Radosta, Martin, & Hamilton, 2017). McDougald (2013) claims that by using social networking sites in the classroom, it provides learners with a more comfortable and natural environment to communicate while fostering the learning process. It is time to create networks for educational purposes, or better, to make a presence in the networks with academic information. However, since learning must respond to situations that take place in the real world, where learning mainly works with information, that overflows in the social networks, thereby allowing the educational community to be an active agent in these networks with the responsibility of filtering information, exploiting the communication potential for academic purposes within the classroom but with a global reach (Vidal, Martínez, Fortuño, & Cervera, 2011).

1.2. Facebook and Academics in Education

There is a lot to be said about Facebook’s use for academic purposes, especially in higher education (Dennen & Burner, 2017; Manca & Ranieri, 2013; Roblyer, McDaniel, Webb, Herman, &
Witty, 2010). Since its start in 2004, Facebook has become one of the world's most popular and favorite social media networks, with 2,167 million active users in January 2018 (Statista, 2018). Yet, Selwyn (2007) reminds us that Facebook has become very popular behind the scenes for higher educational institutions. Yet, this social media tool has been adopted by many American universities and colleges (Arrington, 2005; Bosch, 2009; Irwin, Ball, Desbrow, & Leveritt, 2012) as a result of being adaptable for educational purposes. Due to its vast features, Facebook can be easily adapted to an educational context, with features such as email bulletin boards, instant messaging, video, chat, the ease of posting pictures or videos and integration with other third-party software. Alhazmi, Rahman, Computing, & Johor (2013) remind us that social networking sites (SNSs, hereafter) such as Facebook “provide a variety of opportunities to facilitate student learning, allowing them to interact, communicate, collaborate and share content for educational purposes” (p. 32), also echoed by Alexander (2005). Furthermore, Facebook caters to and supports educational objectives as well as on the spot communication, online collaboration, and the ability to share between students and faculty (Eteokleous, Ktoridou, Stavrides, & Michaelidis, 2012).

Several studies (Labus, Despotović-Zrakić, Radenković, Bogdanović, & Radenković, 2015; Magogwe, Ntereke, & Phetlhe, 2015; Pérez, Araiza, & Doerfer, 2013), demonstrate the potential of this tool (Facebook) to be integrated into the classroom, which has as a pretext to develop a different learning experience in which it is concluded that students can participate actively, work collaboratively, generate a critical attitude based on the socialization of the tasks using the network as a mechanism of communication with their peers and the teacher (Wankel, 2012). Therefore, the time has come to occupy a space in the student's environment using this type of platform, ensuring that through empirical evidence it will be possible to demonstrate and determine the effectiveness and perception on part of the student to make possible adjustments and to replicate these initiatives (Manca & Ranieri, 2013).

Considering that the current study involves the perceptions of students in higher education, it is essential to understand how they perceive Facebook in terms of their academic performance. These results may vary from country to country or even institutions within the same country (Junco, 2012). Nevertheless, this information is vital in the sense that it can play a huge factor in the overall teaching and learning process and makes a difference in terms of communication, interaction, and even collaboration using SNS and digital technologies.

1.3. Communication in the classroom

Communication is a process by which information is transmitted and received in the form of a message between human beings (Richards & Schmidt, 1983), this exchange is carried out with the aim of achieving an understanding and operation regarding the process of interaction. This exchange always occurs bi-directionally, the moment a person speaks and the other listens, in the space where one person writes and the other reads, regardless of whether it is synchronous or asynchronous. Communication has occurred spontaneously in humans since its inception, because of the need for people to interact with their environment.

Obtaining clarity about the communication process, communication is understood in the classroom, the precise event that is carried out with the members of a given community with a pedagogical emphasis on the natural and daily act, generating and enabling the interaction between teacher-student, by way of a discourse that has any intention of transmitting the knowledge to all the actors involved in the process (Smart & Marshall, 2012). Undoubtedly, a traditional process still prevails in the educational practices of the 21st century. This process can be altered in its mediation or transmission channel thanks to the different alternatives that information, communication, and technologies (ICTs) currently offer, transferring the learning environment to different non-formal spaces in which the student is immersed and responds to different learning styles (Kirkup & Kirkwood, 2005). Both education and communication are living processes that change and reciprocally adapt. Therefore, if the educational process has a change, it will affect the way communication happens (Moallem, 2015).

1.4. Educommunication

De Oliveira (2009), claims that education articulates communication as an intrinsic process of a human being and education in a collectively using an egalitarian dialogue between teacher-student, which occurs in an environment and in a determined context (2009), this interdisciplinary process suggests that today considering the cultural change in which society is found, it is
impossible to think that education and communication are different processes. On the contrary, it really makes sense when (communicators - teachers) and (receivers - students), both teach and learn at the same time, promoting collaborative learning under a dialogic dimension, through educational activities (González P., 2013).

The aforementioned point of view ties into Educommunication, which is a continuous and bilateral training process, in which both teachers and students have a relation in an academic environment as well as their cultural transformation to adapt knowledge, communication, and information to the changing environment. Communication in the 21st century has been modified and transformed by information and communication technologies, messages are instant, short and networked, generating social, political, economic and educational changes that are conceived as Educommunication, in which it is a must to "consider communication not as a mere mediatic or technological instrument but above all as a pedagogical component" (Kaplún, 1998, p. 158). In this sense, the teacher in using ICTs should reflect on the pedagogical strategies of such (Chiappe, Rozo, Menjívar, Cortchuelo, & Alarcón, 2016) so that, communication will favor learning depending on the setting and what is desired.

1.5. Communication in virtual environments

The communicative process in virtual learning environments remains the same since the experience of the environment is one that offers a different feeling of the process, altering the means and channels, opening an indeterminate range of possibilities (Chen, 1999). These channels and media make the creation of digital environments viable in which the training process is currently being carried out, under unusual methodological perspectives, ranging from individual learning to collaborative learning and where the transmission of information generates the construction of information and knowledge.

Virtual learning environments understood as interactive spaces where the teaching-learning process is carried out and must be supported by tools that respond correctly to the communicative and even more so to the educational challenges. How can one sense the communicative tools are key in these environments? Well, they must be incorporated precisely and must be known by the teachers who implement them, with clear pedagogical intentionality that favors the acquisition and collaboration of knowledge. Furthermore, communicative methods should be provided for the social interaction of all participants and the generation of knowledge on the part of the participants.

According to Hill and Hannafin (2001), the teacher’s role should be significant, as well as be responsible to potentiate the student’s communicative competence, so that communication within the learning environment transcends, thereby generating participation from students and the teacher as senders and receivers of information. This, in turn, results in an excellent communication process that benefits the learning objectives and as such the whole educational process.

2. Methodology

The current study follows a mixed-method research process using the grounded theory approach (Corbin & Strauss, 2008) where the data is triangulated. Furthermore, to determine the uses of Facebook as a communication tool for academic purposes an online survey was designed to measure: the use of Facebook, advantages, and disadvantages of FB as an educational tool, delivery of homework, FB as a means of communication and perceptions about sharing personal information amongst teachers and classmates. The survey was organized into three sections demographics, quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative - (4 multiple-choice questions) Qualitative - (8 opened-ended questions). Twelve questions covered important aspects of the use of Facebook as a communication tool for academic purposes as discussed in the literature review. The questions addressed in the current study are as follows in Table 1:

| Table 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions used in the study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Quantitative Questions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1. Using Facebook as an educational tool resulted...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2. Delivering class activities through the Facebook group was ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.1. Implementation approach

At the beginning of the implementation, a Facebook group was created where undergraduate student participants were invited, indicating that this was an additional communication channel to the usual ones (email, LMS, virtual platform, among others). All students were required to join the group. As a class strategy, it was suggested that the tasks be delivered mainly in digital format, which was documents, mind maps, infographics, posters or videos. All materials were easily publishable in the Facebook group. For each task that was assigned during class, the teacher started a new post, where the students were asked to respond to that same post. The students were not supposed to deliver the task by generating a new post, but merely respond to the teacher's initial post to preserve the thread and discussion of the topic could be easily tracked and monitored. According to Wang, Woo, Quek, Yang, and Liu (2012), this is one of the ways in which Facebook provides a way to organize communication with students.

In some cases, the teacher asked the students to observe and respond to their classmates and indicate if they “liked” the content or if they made constructive comments. It is important to note that these deliveries could also be made via email or the traditional institutional LMS virtual platform, however, for the purposes of the investigation; the decision was made to make all deliveries through the Facebook group. Similarly, when the teacher wanted to communicate with the students, such as extending a delivery date of a task, or some additional explanations or bibliography, this was also done through the Facebook group. In addition, students could post, with questions, addressing the teacher or their peers, turning that specific post into a small forum about the topic raised as seen in Figure 1. Not only could academic questions be asked, but also doubts regarding overall classroom logistics or management such as dates of deliveries, evaluations and so on.

Figure 1
Screenshot Facebook group interaction
2.2. Population

Many of the participants were aged 16 to 20. The participants were all Colombian higher education students, varying in terms of majors, all from the same university. There were 19 undergraduate majors or programs that participated in the study, for a total of 53 student participants \((n=53)\).

3. Results

3.1. Qualitative analysis

The study took place over a 12-month period, two academic terms of 16 weeks each. The analysis was performed holistically considering the instruments applied. It was not necessary to establish categories of analysis, however, in each question, the contribution of the same objective that orientated the research was observed. This allowed a cross-sectional and integral analysis for each of the questions and then a triangulation between the findings.

Q1: How do you consider that Facebook has supported the learning process within the subject? FB "facilitates" communication between teacher-student, student-student, and student-teacher communication. Participants also claimed the delivery of documents and assignments, supported their efforts in the classroom and that FB helped them to remember what needed to be done in real-time, as displayed in Table 2. On another note "utility" also came to light, being described as "fast", and more practical than conventional means, thereby making FB "more useful and practical" than traditional means for communication in the classroom. These results coincide with other studies that have been conducted regarding FB to support the teaching and learning process as seen by (Akbari, Eghtesad, & Simons, 2012; Irwin et al., 2012; Jahan & Ahmed, 2012; Roblyer et al., 2010).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facilitates</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

Frequencies on Facebook Supporting the learning process
Q2: How can a tool like Facebook improve the learning process in the class? The results all point to the fact that FB could improve the learning process in the classroom; more than six distinct categories were discovered as seen in Table 3. Heading the list was being able to "share" academic documents; communicating to the group in "real-time", thus making communication much more "practical, familiar and easily accessible", as well bidirectional. Participants reported that FB made learning "easier", generating confidence between teacher and student and brought both teachers and students together for a more dynamic and interactive class environment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Utility / usefulness</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rapid and Fast</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More useful to stay connected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More useful for teens &amp; young adults</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More practical</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Really good tool</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Frequencies on Facebook improving the learning process in the class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improves</td>
<td>The way in academic documents are shared</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication between teacher-student</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication making it more practical, familiar and easily accessible</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The learning process</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Communication: generates more confidence</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Classes: more dynamic and interactive</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher-student relationship</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q3: What are the advantages of using Facebook as an educational tool? Several areas arose when inquiring about if FB was an advantage in education. However, these responses were organized into 6 fundamental areas: didactics, communication, access, organization, speed and usefulness which were like areas identified by Alhazmi (2013) also very similar to the educational model developed by Mazman and Usluel (2010) where the same topics as - usefulness, ease of use, communication, collaboration, etc. – were also discovered. Nevertheless, it is evident that communication plays a huge role, as students perceive Facebook in their daily lives as well as in their academic responsibilities.
Q4. What are the disadvantages in the use of Facebook as an educational tool? It comes as no surprise that there are several disadvantages to Social Media Networks (SMNs) in the classroom. Now, it has been demonstrated previously, that there are an array of positive features and outcomes to the inclusion of FB in academics, nevertheless, students that participated in the study had several claims as to why practitioners should be cautious or establish clear strategies, objectives, and essential agreements when including this tool in the classroom. Some of the areas found were distraction and access.

(FB) tends to distract the students a lot, Questionnaire, Q 4, Participant No. 5
Sometimes one gets distracted by the other things on Facebook, Questionnaire, Q4, Participant 6
We can be distracted by other things that this medium offers, Questionnaire, Q4, Participant No. 18

Most respondents agreed that Facebook would be a distraction in the classroom; therefore, clear guidelines would need to be designed and introduced into the classroom, so that learners are clear as to how it could and/or should be used. Regardless, of the tool that is used in the classroom, there will always be some form of distraction. Often times, the distractions can be avoided or diminished by establishing a clear connection between the tool and the pedagogical goal/objective. Additionally, previous training on how to use the tool for classroom purposes would also aid in lowering the number of distractions that arise. In essence, the more learners are comfortable with the tool and understand why the tool, in this case, FB is being used, the more connected learners will be, thereby keeping learners focused.

3.2. Quantitative analysis

Based on the quantitative part of the instrument applied, some perceptions were obtained on the part of the participants, which made it possible to better understand in what percentage of acceptance of Facebook would be used. At the end of this analysis, an overall analysis is presented allowing researchers to understand the complete and robust perception of incorporation.

Almost all (98.2%) of the participants perceived FB to be either very funny, funny or even normal. However, when asked how they perceived FB as an educational tool, 92.4% agreed that it would be very useful and useful, which coincides with FB being normal for learners. Now, most of the participants also felt that delivering class activities through Facebook was also considered “easy to use”, “practical” or even “interesting”. These are also indicators that FB is not far away from what students are accustomed to doing in their everyday activities. It is worth mentioning that participants are keen on the idea of FB as a means for communication, claiming it to be “practical” and even “better than email”.

It is a great source of communication. Questionnaire, Q4, Participant 1
Simple and easy, but very useful. Questionnaire, Q4, Participant 2
It is very useful, but it is important to know how it is used and with whom the information is being shared, etc. Questionnaire, Q4, Participant 5
I find it useful, accessible, and universal; however, it has a great tendency to distract the user with the large amounts of information presented infinitely. Questionnaire, Q4, Participant 6

Yet, none of the participants perceived the communication in FB as being invasive or impractical, but all of them agreed that it was practical, familiar and better than using emails to communicate.
Finally, the responses were cross-referenced from questions Q1 (Use of FB as an educational Tool) and Q2 (Delivering Classes using FB), regarding the different options of Q3 (FB as a means of communication) and Q4 (Use of FB in terms of ease). SPSS generated a total of 12 different tables, of which the following tables (A, B, C,) stood out amongst the others, which are described below. In Table 4 the cross-reference revealed that 26/31 (83.8%) participants who responded to Q3, considered that the FB “is fun” or “very funny”, as well as “easy to use”. Equally, it is observed that out of the 21 (67.7%) participants that considered FB normal, only 4 answered Q3 considering it easy to use.
Table 4
According to the use of Facebook in the class considers that it was against delivering class activities through the Facebook group was (Easy / Hard)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No response</th>
<th>Easy</th>
<th>Hard</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>According to the use of Facebook in the class considers that it was Funny</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boring</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funny</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 5, 23/24 (95.8%) students who answered Q4, in addition to considering FB between “normal” and “fun”, also considered it as a “practical tool” for delivery for class activities.

Table 5
According to the use of Facebook in the class considers that it was against delivering class activities through the Facebook group was (Practical / Impractical)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q4: According to the use of Facebook in the class considers that it was Funny</th>
<th>No response</th>
<th>Impractical</th>
<th>Practical</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Boring</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very Funny</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While contrasting Q1 with Q3 in Table 6, regarding the practicality of using Facebook, as a means of communication, 39/42 (92.8%) participants who answered, considered that FB, besides being useful and very useful, is also practical to use in the classroom.

Table 6
Using Facebook as an educational tool or result Against Facebook as a means of communication was (Practical / Impractical)
Finally, when contrasting Q1, about the use of Facebook as an educational tool, compared to Q3 regarding the use of Facebook, as a means of communication compared to email, in Table 7, 17 out of the 18 (94.4%) students who responded, indicated that they consider between useful and very useful, in addition to FB being better than the electronic mail.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q1: Using Facebook as an educational tool or result</th>
<th>No Response</th>
<th>Practical</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unhelpful</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useful</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very useful</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>11</strong></td>
<td><strong>42</strong></td>
<td><strong>53</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7
Using Facebook as an educational tool or result Against Facebook as a means of communication was (Better than e-mail / Worse than e-mail)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q3: Facebook as a means of communication was</th>
<th>Better than e-mail</th>
<th>Worse than e-mail</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Better than e-mail / Worse than e-mail)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No Response</td>
<td>Better than e-mail</td>
<td>Worse than e-mail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1: Using Facebook as an educational tool or result</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unhelpful</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Useful</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very useful</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, after processing all of the data, both quantitative and qualitative, the results still point to the fact that FB can and could be used for academic purposes. The participants, in this study, are habitual users of FB, like many other undergraduate university students, in which they depend heavily on their mobile devices, while creating close bonds to the SMS, which coincide with Alhabash and Ma (2017, p. 3) who claim that “among college students there are seven motivations for using FB: social connection, shared identities, photographs, content, social investigation, social network surfing, and status updates.” This dependence or a bond can be seen throughout this study, in which participants constantly refer to the time spent on their devices, type of content viewed and their willingness to use their "personal space" Facebook used within an academic environment. Labeling Facebook as easy, fun, normal, practical and even better than using emails to communicate. As such, instructors using FB are at an advantage since this tool can be seen as a viable option in the teaching and learning process, where success is more prone to be achieved.

4. Conclusions
Based on the results obtained in the study, it is observed that students perceived the use of Facebook in class, as a fun and useful strategy, considering that it is a tool that they usually consult several times a day from their mobile devices and computers and they are accustomed to using it in order to communicate and interact (Gómez, Roses and Farias, 2012). In this sense, they already know how it works and it is an environment that they know how to handle, and in
which they can develop their learning processes much more naturally similar to what was found by Alhabash and Ma (2017), where learners view FB as being centered on the social value of the SMS since it is related to interacting and connecting with friends.

The use of Facebook was not only limited to generating interaction and was not merely perceived as a new channel of communication among the participants of the process, but rather to the use of the tool as a platform and a strategy to accompany the training process and independent work of the students. Participants delivered activities, left evidence, held forums, and the entire process was documented, and feedback was provided the entire time throughout the process, much like the results found by Mazer, Murphy, & Simonds (2007) and McDougald (2013) where they reported learners being more comfortable communicating and achieving learning outcomes. Nevertheless, the use of Facebook and the proposal to integrate it into the classroom as a pedagogical tool was perceived as satisfactory, since it is consolidated as a practical tool, much better than email, taking into account that the use of the platform is very simple and offers all the facilities and services (Roblyer et al., 2010). Repeatedly, learners have expressed the need to be more practical with classroom assignments and tasks. The results that arose from the current study, also echoed Roblyer et al. (2010) in terms of efficient communication, easy to use tools as well as realistic learning activities that extend beyond the confines of the classroom.

Among the advantages identified in the study are the reminders of tasks in real-time, the possibility of observing the deliveries of classmates, the publication time record, student-teacher, and student-student communication and everything in a scenario that generates confidence and allows a perception of greater dynamism from the perspective of the student. The disadvantage of FB is the invasion of privacy, due to the fact that the teacher/instructor could see all photos, comments, and all the public information posted by their students, but nevertheless some participants mentioned, that they are aware that each one is responsible for what is public, therefore they don’t perceive this as an invasion of privacy. In the same sense, students could access the teacher’s/ instructor’s public information, however, some of the participants claim that they are not interested in seeing that information, while others claim that is interesting to know about some aspects of the teacher’s life, thereby generating more confidence and closeness.

In other cases, it was also highlighted that the use of Facebook in the classroom could generate a certain kind of distraction within the same platform. Which is why FB is recommended as a mediation strategy for independent work and for moments outside the classroom, as some students are entertained in other content, but at the same time they consider that the use of FB stimulates the process and find it much more entertaining than a common LMS platform in accordance with Wang et al. (2012). Further research on how using SMS can capitalize on increase social relationships in both blended and face-to-face instruction. As well as identifying tasks types that could be appropriate to immolate real-world communication using Facebook or other social media sites for that matter. Nevertheless, social media has made its way into the lives of learners; therefore, there should be constant research as to how to genuinely connect social media sites to the teaching and learning process.

Finally, students claim that using FB generates a close and more confident communication tool with the teacher. Mainly, because the teacher tended to respond faster on FB as compared to other LMS platforms and that response could be, private or public, dependent on the response. This alone, improves students’ focus and performance of a given task since long wait periods for feedback is not needed. This also corroborates how FB supports the learning process by improving the speed and confidence of communications between the student and teacher.

---
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